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Formulation of the problem. In recent years, the securities market has significantly complicated its structure because of the new approaches, tools and instruments. The speed of financial transactions and their volume also increased. At the current stage of development of the world market and global economy, the exchange is the most organized and developed form of trade, so it is impossible to overestimate the benefits of such a specific market environment. However, taking into the account the distinctive characteristics and key features of stock trading, the sensitivity to the fluctuations and instability of both world and national economies is immediately noticeable. Short-term and long-term stock market crises are a constant phenomenon of stock trading.

The analysis of researches and publications. The study of development and formation of stock market crises was carried out by such national and foreign researchers as Berysheva E. (the analysis of influence of information technologies on the stock market crises), Vasylik O. (the study of stock market crises as a part of the world theory of finance), Akworth W. (research about the state and prospects of the stock market crises), Zhdanova O. (the analysis of problems and prospects of stock market crises), Kovalenko M. (research about the functioning of stock market crises) and others.

The purpose of the work. In our research we wanted to analyze the essential of the exchange crises and to form the definition of this phenomenon. Also, concerning the current stage of economic development and global challenges which it meets, it is important to analyze modern processes on the stock exchange market to predict and prevent new exchange crisis. We researched prerequisites of the new stock market crisis in 2020.

Presentation of the main research material. First of all, it should be noted that there is no generally accepted definition of the term "stock exchange crisis". Analyzing the interpretation of definitions by foreign and national scientists, we can conclude that the stock market crisis can mean a rapid and sudden decrease (which may last for months or years) of stock prices traded on the stock exchange, caused by the loss of investor confidence after a collapse, heightened by uncertainty. Usually this process is preceded by a period of prolonged and high inflation, economic and / or political turbulence, or chaotic speculative activity.

Such stock market crises disrupt normal economic activity, threaten millions of investors’ savings and cause the deep economic decline of national economies in many countries.

Expanding the definition, it should be also noted that stock market crises are caused by the dynamics of social processes in the same way as the events of the traditional economy. Typically, a crisis signals about speculative bubble or catastrophic events of global significance. In any case, stock market participants start mass-selling securities, trying to liquidate assets such as stocks and bonds. Mass sales lead to an even higher rate of sale of securities as the market becomes crowded with assets and prices fall.

Other factors that cause the stock market crash include a long period of rising stock prices and excessive economic optimism. Economic downturns or even depressions can be caused by significant negative trends in the stock market [1].

Exchange crises require the central banks of the countries of the world to take extraordinary measures to restore the normal functioning of the market. Central banks tend to lower interest rates, stop trading or adjust market rules and provide liquidity to markets, including the financial sector. After the stock market crises, lawmakers are often forced to reform to address the underlying economic factors that have led to the fall.

In order to get a general picture of the state of the stock market, stock indexes are used, which form the market prices of securities and are calculated by one or another method of averaging the set of prices and revealing their overall dynamics.

The stock index is the average change in the value of a set of specific securities. It is worth noting that a similar indicator for a country’s securities is called a nationwide securities market index. It has every state with a developed stock market.

To date, many different indicators (indices) of the securities market have been developed (table 1). All of them are regularly published and updated on the websites of brokers, exchanges, consulting companies, thematic information resources. The most well-known and oldest of these is the Dow-Jones Index, which tracks the change in the exchange rate of a number of US bond companies and stocks. Usually, each developed country has its own national stock market index. Thus, in the USA it is the Dow Jones Industrial Index, in England it is the Futsy Index (FT-SE), in Japan it is Nikki (NIKKEY), in Germany it is Dax (DAH), in France it is CAC (CAC) [2].

Tracking and analyzing the values of major stock indices of developed countries of the world allows us to identify stock market crises, explore the prerequisites for their emergence and prevent new stock market crashes. Thus, we analyzed the largest falls of the Dow Jones Industrial Index after 2008 (Figure 2) and identified the main causes of stock market crises that occurred at that time.

On May 6, 2010, leading US stock indexes, including the Dow Jones Industrial Average, the S&P 500, and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stock index</th>
<th>Characteristic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dow Jones Industrial Index</td>
<td>The Securities Exchange (Stock) Index of the 30 Largest US Enterprises, established in 1896. At the basis of the Dow Jones Index is the theory of market analysis using average quotations of industrial and transportation stocks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTSE 100</td>
<td>The British Stock Exchange Index, based on the stock quotes of the 100 largest market companies on the London Stock Exchange. It has been calculated since 1984.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAC 40</td>
<td>France’s main stock index, which is based on the quotes of the 40 largest capitalized companies on the Paris Stock Exchange. Established in 1987.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nikkei 225</td>
<td>One of the most important stock indices of Japan. The index is calculated as the arithmetic average of the prices of the 225 largest companies in the first section of the Tokyo Stock Exchange. It was first published in 1950.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAX</td>
<td>The most important stock exchange index in Germany. The index is calculated as the weighted average value of the stock prices of the largest German joint-stock companies. DAX was established in 1988.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1

Source: [2]
the Nasdaq Composite Index, fell nearly 1,000 points less than an hour on all types of securities, including stocks, futures and options. Although market indices managed to recover partially on the same day, the recession cost nearly $1 trillion in market value [4].

Beginning in the morning, trading on the major US stock exchanges on May 6, 2010 showed a negative trend. This was mainly due to fears about the financial situation in Greece and the upcoming elections in the UK. In the afternoon, the main indices of stocks and futures decreased by 4%. By 2:30 pm, the auction had become extremely tumultuous. The Dow Jones Industrial Index lost almost 1,000 points in 10 minutes (Figure 2) [4].

The results of various investigations have led to the conclusion that high-frequency traders (traders who use automated computer algorithms to enter into sales transactions that allow tens of thousands of transactions in a matter of seconds) have played a significant role in the fall. Aggressive sales and purchases of large volumes of securities have led to huge price volatility in the financial markets.

The fall of stock indices, and in particular the Dow Jones industrial index, in 2010 had a negative and
even quite critical impact on the economic situation, but this cannot be called a full-fledged crisis, as the stock market managed to stabilize almost the same day. But on the other hand, if the situation were not timely responded to and the mass sale of securities could not be slowed down by traders, the situation could have longer-lasting effects that could potentially turn into a full-blown crisis.

Another critical decline in the Dow Jones Industrial Index was observed on February 5, 2018 (Figure 1). During the day, the index fell to a record all-time high (up to 2020), with 1 175 points. Analyzing the prerequisites of this crisis, we conclude that the fall was not caused by any global event or specific mistake. The fall of 2018 has become a natural economic response to the active long-term growth of the market. Six times in the course of 2017 alone, the stock exchange showed record indicators for all world indices (Figure 3). Such processes cannot be permanent, so the “overheating” of the world economy has not slowed down.

The rapid rise in wages is a risk of accelerating inflation, which could lead to a more aggressive interest rate policy by the Federal Reserve. This, in turn, means a rise in the cost of loans and an increase in US government funds. Against the background of inflation expectations, investors began to “dump” risky stocks, opening the opportunity to refocus on buying bonds [8].

The fall of 2018 can also be considered short-lived and not considered a stock market crisis, but in our opinion, it was the starting point of the world economy crisis. In 2018 alone, global stock indices showed record lows and “black days” three more times, which were not triggered by global changes or factors. Although the overall economic picture looked good, governments continued to accumulate debt and social commitments.

Signs of a slowdown in global economic growth, global political crises and fears of rising inflation have triggered a new record fall in stock indexes next year. On August 14, 2019, unprecedented volatility led to stock market volatility, causing the Dow Jones Industrial Index to fall by 800 points (Figure 1).

At the beginning of the same year, critical negative dynamics were also observed on key Asian exchanges: Hong Kong’s Hang Seng Index fell 2.4%, China’s Shanghai Composite – by 1%, and Australia’s ASX – by 1.6% [9]. The fall was explained by investors’ fears about the China-US trade war, but given all the previous stock market crashes, the negative trend of the stock market crisis is clearly evident.

Most likely, the stock market recession would be smooth and very time-consuming. Sharp changes could be noticed only by analyzing previous years and experiencing the next “black days” on the exchanges. But in 2020, the global economy was shaken by a real “black swan” – the pandemic of COVID-19.

The exacerbation of the coronavirus situation on March 12 caused the largest stock market crash (Dow Jones, S&P 500) since 1987. According to the results of the bidding, the indices were in the so-called “bear zone”. It is considered to be a situation when prices have fallen by more than 20% [10]. Thus, the growth of world stock indices, which lasted eleven years, ended (Figure 4).

The fall of 2020 began with the Chinese stock exchanges: at the beginning of the year, just after the New Year holidays, the Shenzhen Stock Exchange index fell by 8.43%, Shanghai – by 7.72%. Securities fell by 10% at the beginning of trading, and the yuan against the US dollar decreased by 1.5%. On 31 January, the stock price of Chinese companies traded on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange declined 6.7% to its lowest level since February 2018. According to the Financial Times, the reason for this was the increasing number of deaths from coronavirus, which exceeded the death toll of acute respiratory syndrome SARS in 2002-2003 by that time [12].

![Figure 3. Dow Jones Stock Market Growth Dynamics and Unprecedented Fall 5 February 2018](Source: [7])
Another evidence of the height of the new global stock market crisis was the fall in oil prices. On March 18, 2020, the price of the Brent brand fell a record by 13% to $24.88 a barrel, it's the lowest level since May 2003. Such a sharp fall in oil prices was caused by the refusal of the Russian Federation to reduce production of "black gold". Saudi Arabia has responded to Russia’s position with a collapse in prices; Saudi Aramco company has been ordered by the government to set discounts on crude oil. They reached $8 per barrel and were the largest for the last 20 years [13].

Lower oil prices also led to a decline in global financial indices – with a decline of about five percent traded futures for US industrial indices, more than five percent collapsed Japanese Nikkei 225, Australian S & P / ASX 200 – more than by 7% [13].

Another global challenge become an international quarantine, which has been supported by most countries. Closure of borders, shutdown of large enterprises, closure of small and medium-sized businesses have caused an unprecedented turbulence when both investors and stock traders are unsure of their own assets and don’t want to risk them. Panic in the stock markets was also fueled by the announcement of the IMF chairman about the beginning of a new world recession.

Thus, the situation with the new stock market crisis is only gaining momentum. Analysts predict a further fall in world indices and further volatility in the market, which will open the possibility of new speculative bubbles.

**Conclusions.** Therefore, it can be concluded that the stock market crisis is called a situation in which the stock market undergoes a sudden and significant fall in prices for its underlying shares. A stock market crash could be caused by a speculative bubble, a financial or an economic crisis. The negative effects of the stock market crash depend on both the major financial events that caused the problem and the pressure exerted on the stock market by investors who react to the negative news.

The global economy is currently in recession. International stock markets are experiencing a new crisis, which is compared with the fall of 2008-2009.
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